Besides measure and integration the basic methodical device for the present area is an appropriate Hahn-Banach type theorem (or an equivalent assertion), as it became clear in particular from Tops0e [28] Section 8. Now the relevant Hahn-Banach theorems in the literature are of delicate nature and proof; see the work of Anger-Lembcke [6] referred to in Tops0e [28] , or Fuchssteiner-Konig [II] , and in particular the theorem of Rode [25] [17] . Thus it is perhaps not superfluous to present a certain special case of the Rode theorem which suffices for the present purpose and has a short and simple proof.
Basic notions and notations. -We adopt the terms of MI but shall recall the less familiar ones. Let X be a nonvoid set. For S C X the complement is denoted 5", and for a set system © in X we write 6-L := {S / : S C ©}. For set systems 0 and €(0) turns out to be an algebra, and 9|(£(G) to be modular.
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The extension and representation theories in MI and in the subsequent [22] [23] [24] come in three simultaneous versions. They are marked • = -A-CTT, where * is to be read as finite^ a as sequential or countable, and r as nonsequential or arbitrary (or as the respective adverbs). Moreover the theories come in parallel outer and inner versions, that means in versions which are based on outer and inner regularity. The extension theories for set functions are summarized in [22] Section 1 and [23] Section 1. The present paper will concentrate on the inner * version, but it is of course vital to note the consequences for the inner or versions which result from routine combinations with the means of MI. One defines (p to be an inner -A-premeasure iff it admits inner * extensions. The subsequent inner * theorem characterizes those (/? which are inner p remeasures, and then describes all inner * extensions of ip. The theorem is in terms of y^; its essence can be found earlier in Tops0e [27] 
2) (^|€((^.) is an inner -*-extension of (p.
3) (^*|^(^) is an extension of (p.
4) (p is supermodular, and inner -A-tight in the sense that p{B) ^ (/?(A) + (p^B \ A) for all A C B in G.
In this case all inner * extensions of(p are restrictions of (p^\€((p^) . Moreover 6T£(^) C £(^).
The Hahn-Banach type theorems.
The first theorem is an obvious special case of the Hahn-Banach theorem due to Rode [25] (with Zusatz p. 480). The point here is its short and simple proof. 
0) M(Q)
is upward inductive in the pointwise order. In fact, if H C M(Q) is nonvoid and upward directed then the pointwise supremum / := svip^ffh is in M(Q). Thus each P e M(Q) has maximal members / € M(Q) with P ^ /. It remains to show that each maximal / € M(Q) must be subadditive and hence additive. 1) We claim that f{nx) = Tif(x) for x C E and n G N, where of course
For fixed n C N now consider F : F{x) = ^f(nx) for x e E. Then F e M(Q) and F ^ /, and hence F = / as claimed.
2) We claim that f{x 4-a) ^ f(x) + Q(a) for x, a 6 E. To see this fix a E E with Q(a) < oo, and define F : E -^-oo, oo] to be
with the obvious role of n = 0. Then -F is isotone and F ^ f. We have
and F is superadditive because for u, v e E and m, n ^ 0 we have
Thus F C M(Q) and F ^ f, and hence F = f. For n = 1 the assertion follows.
3) We claim that f(x + a) ^ /(.r) + /(a) for x,a e E, which will complete the proof. To see this fix a € F with /(a) < oo, and define F : E ->} -00,00] to be
note that the expression in the last brackets increases with n ^ 1. Then F is isotone and F ^ /, and F ^ Q from 1)2). As in 2) one proves that F is superadditive. Thus F C M(Q) and F ^ /, and hence F = /. For n = 1 the assertion follows. D
We combine the above result with the sub/superadditivity theorem for the Choquet integral in the version MI 11.11 to obtain our basic device. This is a known theorem too; see Kindler [16] Section 5 Example 1 and MI 11.24. The present proof has been sketched in MI 11.14. We conclude the section with a short supplement which will not be needed in the sequel. The next assertion is the central result of Horn-Tarski [14] specialized to lattices (but with the value oo admitted). 
Some preliminaries.
The present section assumes a pair of lattices © and T in X with 0 € ©.I. An illustrative example is © = Comp(X) and 1 = Op(X) in a Hausdorff topological space X, as discussed in the introduction and resumed in 2.7 below. After some simple remarks we consider certain properties of separation. 
= ^(T) + ^(r' n B) < c + ^(^ \ A).
The assertion follows. D
We turn to the announced properties of separation. Let as before © and T be lattices in X with 0 € 6.T. We say as usual that T separates G iff for each disjoint pair A, B € © there exists a disjoint pair [7 
' and B C V. We need two further properties. On the one hand we define a pair A, B C X to be separated T iff for each M e 1 with A n B c M there exists a pair U, V € 1 with A C ^7 and B C V such that UnV C M. On the other hand we define a pair A, B C X to be coseparated © iff for each M e © with M C A U B there exists a pair P, Q € © with P C A and Q C B such that M C P U Q. These two properties came up in MI 4.2 and MI 6.4. We recall the consequences obtained at these places. Thus each time the semimodular behaviour carries over to the less natural and unexpected ' *' envelope. We come to the basic relations which connect the notions defined above. We conclude the section with the overall remark that part of its results can be extended to the common frame • = wr, while others lead to serious problems. Thus the situation is different from [23] part I, but similar to MI chapter VI.
The basic results.
As before we assume a pair of lattices 6 and 1 in X with 0 C 6, T. 
Moreover if(p is submodular: (p = (p ==^> ^p is inner ^ tight and (p < oo, if^p is supermodular: (p = (p <^== (p is inner ^ tight and (p < oo; both times the converse need not be true. In particular if(p is modular: (p = (p ^==> (p is inner -*-tight and (p < oo.
Proof. -We have (p = ip*\G for '0 := ^IT, where ^ : T -> [0, oo] is isotone with '0(0) = 0. 1) Let (p be supermodular. Then ip is supermodular, and hence (p is supermodular by 2.6.2).
2) Let y? be submodular. Then ip is submodular by 2.6.1), and hence (p is submodular. If moreover (p < oo, then (p is inner * tight by 2.3.
3) The first assertion follows from 1)2), and the second one from 2). We turn to the third assertion. The converses will be dealt with in 3.4 below. 
Thus (p is supermodular. But since © is a ring the case p = 0 shows that (/? is not inner -A-tight.
For the remainder of the section we fix an isotone set function It is remarkable that the above 3.11 can also be obtained from the basic Theorem 3.6, this time via 1 = (6T@)_L and with the same proof. However, one needs the additional assumption that (6T©)J-separates 6, but in return one can achieve that </? = (p.
We conclude with two further consequences which underline the wealth of inner * premeasures. The results are in the terms of MI Sections 6 and 11. 
Extension of the basic consequence.
The present section combines the basic consequence 3.7 with the ideas of Adamski [1] Lemma 3.2(b)(c) in order to obtain an extended version. We use the ideas in question as expressed in the next two lemmata. The initial part of the section assumes a lattice 0 in X with 0 e ©. 
3) We have a^(T) -0(6') ^ ^(T) -(^(S') for all S C © and T D 6.
Thus if? is a lattice in X with 0 e T such that y? = (p then a = a as well.
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Proof. -0) For P C Q in © we havê
^{S UP)-^((5 u P) n Q) ^ ^{s UP)-(^(P).
1) It is obvious that a is isotone with a ^ y?. To see that a is submodular let A,B C ©. For P,Q C 97t and M e 9Jt with P,Q C M then 0) implies that
a(A U B) + a(A H B) ^ ((/?((A U B) U M) -y?(M)) + (^((A H B) U M) -y(M)) (y?(A U M) -y(M)) + (^{B U M) -<^(M)) (^(A UP)-(^(P)) + (^(B U Q) -^(Q)).
The assertion follows.
2) To prove ^ let P, Q C 9Jt and M e 9JI with P, Q C M. From 0) then
The assertion follows. The direction ^ is an immediate consequence of (^(M) + a{S) ^ y(S U M) for M € SJt.
3) Fix S € 6 and T D 6'. For ^ G © with ^ C T and M e 9Jt we have
a{K) ^a(S) + ^(S U K) -^{S) ^ a(S) + ^(T) -^(S).

It follows that a^(T) ^ a(S') + ^(T) -(p(S). D
Next we need some further terms. For 9Jt C ^P(X) nonvoid and upward directed we define ©(9Jt) C © to consist of the S G © which are upward enclosable 9JI. Thus ©(9Jt) is a lattice with 0 e ©(971). 2) From the definition we have i9 ^ ^; on (3(9Jt) moreover a = 0 and hence ^ = 0, so that ^ = 0. 2) Define S to consist of all pairs (^P^), where ^ C TO is an initial subsystem and $ : © -> [0, oo[ is an inner -*-premeasure which minisupports (3 at y. S is nonvoid, because the pair (^P,^) with ^ = {0} and $ = 0 is in E. For (q^ $), (Q, 77) c E we define (^, Q C (Q, 77) iff <p c Q, and ^ 77 on © and ^ = rj on ©(^P). This is of course an order relation on E.
3) We claim that E is upward inductive in C. To see this let A c E be nonvoid and totally ordered under C. In this connection we note that the lattice < ! with 0 e T which in 3.7 and 4.6 occurs in the assumptions does no more occur in the conclusions. When the assumptions hold true for some such ( ! c (©T©)_L then for the particular choice T = (©T©)_L as well. Thus one has the full theorems when one restricts oneself to ( ! = (6T©)_L. In this case there is also the opposite relation © C (IT'DJL, which in [1] occurs in the overall assumptions. It can thus be said that the added assumption © C (TTI)!. does not narrow the results of [1] .
However, it is an essential point that we removed the overall assumptions in [1] that © be stable under countable intersections and that f3 be a continuous at 0. On the one hand this produces no loss, because after the fundamentals in MI 6.31 an inner -A-premeasure which for some • == ar is • continuous at 0 proves to be an inner • premeasure. On the other hand this extension permits to obtain specific results on inner -A-premeasures as in the final part of the last section.
There are some further comments which are related to nontrivial counterexamples. They will be presented in the final section below.
Some further comments and counterexamples.
We want to ask two questions. The first question comes from the direct comparison of 3.8 and 4.5. Under identical conditions we have proved The results 3.7-3.8 and 4.5-4.6 were under the common conditions that on the one hand 1 C (6T©)J-and 1 separates ©, and on the other hand that /3 is submodular and f3 = /3. Our question is whether these conditions are necessary for the respective conclusions, that is for the existence of inner -*-premeasures with the respective supportive properties. We restrict ourselves to the conditions on /?, because there were some relevant considerations on G and T in the final part of Section 3. We shall see that the condition that (3 be submodular is indeed a necessary one, whereas the condition f3 = (3 is not, even when one assumes that f3 < oo. We refer to the related but different considerations in Anger [4] [5] , where in the mainstream X is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space. We remark that the condition f3 = f3 becomes a necessary one, and is in fact an immediate consequence of the classical Dini theorem, whenever one can, in an appropriate topology on the space of all inner -A-premeasures ip : © -^ [0,oo[, invoke appropriate compact subsets. For these ideas we also refer to the work of Tops0e exemplified in [27] [28] [29] . 
